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Assignment 

Principles 

 An assignment is ‘the immediate transfer of an existing proprietary right, vested or contingent, from the 
assignor to the assignee’: Norman v FCT (1963) 

 Equity’s approach to assignments: 
o Equity may regard a transfer as complete in equity even though the law would regard the transfer as 

incomplete; 
o Equity may regard a transfer effective even though the property is not transmissible at common law 
o Equity adopts a wider definition of property for the purpose of recognizing and enforcing the 

transfer of property 

Legally Ineffective Assignments 

Consideration given 

 Where legal formalities have not been complied with, but consideration has been given, equity will enforce 
the assignment 

Gifts 

 In the absence of consideration, equity regards the transfer as complete where the transferor has done all 
they alone must do to perfect the assignment: Corin v Patton (1990) 

Agents 

 Where one solicitor acts for both parties in a transaction, the solicitor would not hold the transfer of 
documents on behalf of the transferee until he had the transferor’s authority to treat them as the property 
of the transferee: Marchesi v Apostolou (2007) 

o In Marchesi the transferer never gave the solicitor such authority, as such they only held the 
documents as the transferer’s documents only 

Rule in Strong v Bird 

 If a donor attempts to make a gift of legal property which is imperfect, then equity will uphold the gift on the 
following conditions: 

o The donor has died; 
o The done has been named as the donor’s executor or one of them in the will of the donor; and 
o The donor maintained the intention to make the gift until death. 

 Doubted that it could ever apply to land 

 Example of application – Benjamin v Lercher (1998) 
o GMother wanted to buy GDaughter a house and was concerned that her GD’s husband would try 

and get his hands on the house, but GM didn’t want him to. 
o GM bought house, paid for it, registered in own name, but made it abundantly clear that it was her 

GD’s house 
o GD named executor in will, court applied rule in Strong v Bird and recognized that the GD owned the 

house 

Non-assignable Rights 

 The benefit of contracts of personal service cannot be assigned, although the holder of a contractual right of 
personal service can, by self-declaration, hold that right on trust for another: Don King Production v Warren 
(2000) 

 Most assignments of bare rights to litigate are also void unless the assignee has a genuine interest in the 
litigation: Trendex v Credit Suisse (1982) 

 Mere expectancies cannot be assigned or form the subject matter of a trust by self-declaration 
o Eg An object of a discretionary trust or power of appointment only has a mere expectancy 
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Future Property 

 Future property cannot be assigned at common law 

 Future property can only be assigned in equity with consideration 
o Thus, the absence of consideration renders an assignment of future property entirely ineffectual 

 Two kinds of ‘future’ property: 
o Property may presently exist, but not yet be owned by the would-be assignor (eg Shares owned by A 

that B is expecting A to transfer to them on their next birthday); or 
o Property not yet in existence 

Future vs Present Property 
o ‘the dividend’ or ‘the interest’ are future property: Norman v FCT (1963); but 
o ‘the right royalties’ is present property: Shepherd v FCT (1965) 

Nature of the interest 

 Although equity talks about enforcing a contract to assign, the assignee actually gets a proprietary right in 
the property that is the subject of the assignment: Re Lindt (1915) 

o Therefore, the assignee has a better right to property than unsecured creditors 

Assignment of Equitable Property 

Methods of transfer 

 Equity does not differentiate between different types of property- there is only one method of equitable 
assignment. 

 To assign equitable property: Norman v FCT (1963) 
o Any statutory requirements must be followed; 
o The assignment can be made by way of gift;  
o No formality is necessary; but 
o A clear expression of an intention to make an immediate disposition is required. 

Declarations of trust 

Requirements 

 The assignor must indicate an intention to immediately hold the property on trust for the intended 
beneficiary: Re Armstrong 

 Specific words need not be used provided that the intention is clear: Richards v Delbridge (1874) 

 The declaration need not be communicated to the assignee: Standing v Bowring (1885) 

 Needs to be in writing: s 23C(1)(c)  

Directions to trustee 

To deal with the equitable estate 

 Requirements to impose a new object on the trustee: Comptroller v Howard-Smith 
o Beneficiary is of age; 
o Entitled to a beneficial interest corresponding to the full legal interest; and 
o Communicate to the trustee a direction, intending to be binding on the trustee, to hold the trust 

property on trust for the done 

 Must be a direction, and not a mere authority revocable until acted on 

 Must comply with s23C CA 
To deal with legal estate 

 Does not need to comply with s23C CA 
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Statutory Assignment 

 There is now a statutory method of assignment of debts and other choses in action that had previously been 
unassignable at common law 

 As assignment will be effective at law where: s 12 CA 
o There is a clear intention to assign 
o The assignment is absolute 
o The assignment is not by way of charge 
o The assignment is outright (not I’ll give this to you but I want it back when I pay you back) so that the 

assignee can sue on the debt or chose in action in their own name (if there is an absolute assignment 
the assignor no longer has an interest) 

o Part of a debt cannot be assigned – the assignor would still have an interest in this case 
o Assignment must be in writing, signed by the assignor 
o Express notice must be given to the debtor either by the assignment or the assignee 

 In accordance with Milroy v Lord, equity will only perfect and imperfect assignment of legal debt or chose in 
action where all the parts of this provision that the assignee has done all that they can do in accordance with 
this section 

 The assignment of an equitable chose in action does not HAVE TO strictly comply with the requirements 
under s 12CA  

S 23C Conveyancing Act 1919 
 S 23C(1)(c) applies to dispositions of subsisting equitable interests in either land or personalty 

o It requires that the disposition be made in writing 
o The equitable interest must exist prior to the disposition, this subsection is not concerned with the 

creation of new equitable interests 

Cases 

Legally ineffective assignments 

Oughtred v IRC 
 A mother had the life interest in 100,000 shares and the son had the residual interest 

 They wished to jointly hold the absolute interest in shares 

 They orally agreed to exchange the sons residual interest for some other property in order for the son to 
give up his residual interest in the shares, and mother will therefore become the sole beneficiary of the 
shares 

 They signed three documents, the last of which was a transfer from the trustee to the mother, the full title 
to the shares 

o First, a deed or release in which son gives up his interest as beneficiary 
o Second, mother signs transfer of other property to son  
o  Third, trustees transfer shares to mother outright 

 Transfer from trustees to mother is taxed with ad verlorum stamp duty 'according to the value' 

 The oral agreement for this transaction was on the 18th June and the written documents executed on 26th 
June 

 Mother/son allege that oral agreement were effective assignments, but were they? 

 House of Lords, majority disagreed with this, contending that it was the written agreement that applied BUT 
Radcliff (minority) has since been adopted as correct 

 Trust sub modo - 'under a condition' 

 A concept that a trust can come into being, subject to a condition and if the condition succeeds the trust 
may fall away (reminiscent of Quistclose) 

 Constructive trust is condition, where parties agree to sell/buy chattels then seller holds item on trust for 
buyer until purchase price paid where trust falls away 

 In the case of an agreement to transfer land or unique chattel, there would be a constructive trust sub modo 

 As soon as agreement concluded, there is a constructive trust were seller holds property on trust for the 
purchaser, on condition that the rest of the purchase price is paid (some consideration already executed, 
promise to pay) 


